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2022 Financial Highlights
($ in millions, 12-months ended)

CONSUMABLES REVENUE

$103.0
$85.9

FY 2022 FY 2021

NET INCOME (LOSS)

($8.9)

$60.4

FY 2022 FY 2021

ADJUSTED EDITDA (1)

(1) Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP measure. 
Please reference the reconciliation in our Form 10-K

$1.3

$84.9

FY 2022 FY 2021

CASH & EQUIVALENTS

$10.0

$66.4

$10.0

$78.8

December 31, 2022 December 31, 2021

Restricted Cash
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During 2022, our Red River operations delivered a record full 
year revenue performance, exceeding our original expectations 
for the year. Total revenue of $103 million represents growth 
of 3% compared to the prior year, despite the absence of $14 
million of recurring royalties from our Tinuum investments 
due to the conclusion of the Section 45 tax credit generation 
period at the end of 2021. Looking solely at our consumables 
sales, revenue increased 20% due to a combination of strong 
demand from Power Generation customers, successful pricing 
initiatives and product mix improvements. We saw continued 
growth in sales to the Water and Industrial Markets, in addition 
to the strong demand, driven in large part by elevated natural 
gas prices, from our Power Generation customers.

2022
Our full year 2022 consolidated production volume also 
exceeded our expectations. While near-term operational costs 

environment, we continue to improve our inventory position, 
both from a volume and product mix perspective. Overall, 
2022 was the single best year of performance for our activated 
carbon assets since acquiring them in 2018.

Our Red River plant and activated carbon assets are calibrated 
to produce Powder Activated Carbon (PAC) products ideally 
situated to support our current market focus. However, the 

general, will be challenged given our exposure to markets such 

secular decline.

During the past year, we took transformative 
steps to reposition our business for 
long-term growth and to lay the foundation 
for future success.

and wind down of our Tinuum investments, we delivered record consumables sales 

accessible markets and future earnings potential with the acquisition of the subsidiaries 
of Arq Limited (Arq).

We have already begun to execute the initial phase of our business plan to transform 
our business into a differentiated, environmental technology company, as we have 
secured a vertically integrated, high-purity and high-performance bituminous based 
feedstock to further penetrate the growing Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) markets. 
I’d like to thank our shareholders for their continued support, and to recognize our 
outstanding team members for their hard work throughout this process.
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Industrial economies around the world will continue to require 

and our integration with Arq provides unique opportunities to 
sell into these growing markets and to preserve clean air and 
water resources. Thus, the acquisition repositions the business 
to expand our commercial growth opportunities in high growth 
and higher margin AC markets by enabling us to develop and 
produce new GAC products, using Arq powderTM as a high 
purity and high-value bituminous-based feedstock.

focused AC business would otherwise encounter. The 
expansion of our AC product portfolio to include bituminous-
based products will allow us to address more than 80% of the 
North American AC market versus the 35% that is currently 
addressable using our existing lignite-based products.

The acquisition also opens the door to new, non-AC markets 
that Arq is currently pursuing and that otherwise would not 
be available to us within our existing business. These growth 

Carbon Black, and other products.

Additionally, we expect a competitive advantage via product 
performance, longer-term sustainable production cost, and 

competitive value of securing a high-quality, domestically sourced 
feedstock that is cost competitive and vertically integrated into 
the combined operations, and that has been shown to create 
high-performance products, cannot be overstated. As a result 
of the Arq transaction we are the only North American AC 
manufacturer that controls 100% of its primary feedstock needs, 
both through our existing resource operations as well as through 
our exclusive access to Arq powderTM. Further, Arq’s processes 
for converting coal waste into Arq powderTM are patent protected, 
providing a platform for long-term success. Our operations 
will also reclaim land for future use as well as the generation 
of excess electricity from our manufacturing processes that is 
returned to the grid, providing a potential Environmental, Social 

look to monetize as we move forward.

Lastly, we believe that the combination of our existing technical, 
operating and sales capabilities results in reduced execution risk 
as we enhance the production capabilities of the business and 
transition to producing a broader range of products. Our proven 
manufacturing assets, product technology, applications expertise, 
sales channels and customers within the AC markets, combined 
with Arq’s patented feedstock and Corbin manufacturing assets, 
present a compelling opportunity to capitalize on the combined 
infrastructure and capabilities of the company.

With this in mind, we sought to identify ways to broaden our product portfolio, expand 
our participation to new markets, and capitalize on higher growth applications for 
activated carbon technologies. The result was our announcement to acquire Arq – 

marked the culmination of a 15-month strategic review process during which the 
Board and management evaluated multiple options to maximize shareholder value 

to be partnering with Arq to pursue future opportunities within the expansive Activated 
Carbon (AC) market, through the expansion of our product offerings to include 
bituminous-based GAC, and to address new markets that Arq’s patent protected 
products are uniquely suited to serve.

Why Arq?
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Our balance sheet remains a key strength for us. We ended the year (2022) with a 
cash position of $76.4 million, which will help to facilitate our growth plans for 2023, 
including capital improvements at Red River and Corbin, as well as the ongoing 
organic investment in our manufacturing assets. We also announced in September 
that we had reached an agreement to sell the Marshall Mine and remove the retirement 
obligation from our balance sheet. The sale of the Marshal Mine occurred in March 
of 2023. This transaction de-risks our balance sheet as we focus on our future and 
initiatives related to the Arq integration, and creates a cleaner balance sheet that is 
better suited for executing our growth plans.

Capital Position

As we entered 2023, we expected our existing operations at Red 
River to deliver strong top-line performance as we balanced 
future pricing initiatives and a diverse sales and commercial 
pipeline supported by strong natural gas pricing. We also 
expected that our near-term margins would be impacted by 
the higher cost per unit of production as a result of a planned, 

of operational costs and external sourcing of supplemental 
carbon, albeit at reduced volumes.

We are proactively addressing these manufacturing cost 
pressures through increased average selling price and positive 
changes in our product mix, as well as targeting markets and 
end use customers with improved economics. We have maintain 
high renewal rates with customers at more favorable economic 
terms, and our average selling price continues to trend higher 
as a result. Maintaining these high renewal rates with existing 
PAC customers and aligning prices to market conditions will 

near term reductions in natural gas pricing which may negatively 
impact demand in our power generation portfolio. With the 
headwinds we are encountering due to changes in natural gas 
pricing, we believe this is a clear example why the acquisition 
of Arq and the ability to produce GAC products is critical to our 

2023 Outlook
Upon closing the Arq acquisition on February 1st, we 

our combined business plan. Our priorities are clear, and the 
operational and capital spending plans are in place to support 
our intended growth. We are focused on ensuring a smooth 

toward positioning the business for long-term success and 

Two of our key priorities that we commenced are the capital 
work necessary to optimize both the Red River and Corbin 
facilities for industrial-scale GAC production and Arq powder 
production and developing the customer and sales channels 
for entry into new markets.
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Red River plant and includes the installation of shaping and 
heat treatment processes that will enable the processing 
of a bituminous based feedstock to manufacture new GAC 

is expected to occur in the second half of 2024. Additionally, 

throughput enhancements, automation and product load out 

quarter of 2024. These capital improvements are part of the 
initial phase of our business plan, are fully funded through 
available cash, and will not interrupt our existing operations at 
Red River. We do not expect any customer supply impact as a 
result of these capital upgrades.

Our 2023 focus will also include engaging with lead GAC 
customers and building our sales channels within the North 
American GAC market. We expect to undertake further product 
testing to enable commercial sales of Arq powderTM as an 
additive for Asphalt and Carbon Black upon the completion of 
planned upgrades to the Corbin facility.

Financially, for the full year 2023, we expect to generate roughly 
$106 million of revenue and slightly below breakeven EBITDA, 
excluding one-time costs associated with the Arq acquisition 
and subsequent integration activities, although these targets 
may be negatively impacted by changes in natural gas pricing 
that the market is experiencing.

The integration of Arq’s 
feedstock into our Red River plant 
over time will improve our unit 
economics with higher-priced and 
higher-margin products, as well 
as allow us to continue to become 

our product technology and end 
market opportunities.
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Greg Marken
President, CEO and Treasurer

We are acutely focused on capitalizing on the opportunities ahead of us to meet the 
demands of the structurally underserved North American AC market as well as other 
opportunities in expanded markets. Our operations at Red River remain strong and 

Meanwhile, the acquisition of Arq marks another important step toward solidifying our 
future and delivering on our commitment to create additional shareholder value. The 
result is a truly differentiated, environmental technology company with new growth 

2023 and beyond, shareholders can expect to receive enhanced communication and 
greater visibility into our progress as we seek to engage the investor community and 
deliver on the expected results we have outlined as it relates to the Arq integration and 
our future business growth.

Closing

I’d like to once again thank everyone for their 
continued interest and support in Advanced Emissions 
Solutions, Inc. I look forward to our shared success 
and updating you throughout the year.
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Board of Directors

Greg Marken

President, Chief Executive 

Joe Wong

Morgan Fields

L. Spencer Wells(1)(3)(5)

Partner
Drivetrain Advisors

Carol Eicher(4)(5)(6)

Director
Tennant Company

Richard Campbell-Breeden(6)

Founder
Omershorn Capital Advisors

Julian McIntyre

Founder
Arq Limited

Gilbert Li(7)

Co-founder & Managing Partner
Alta Fundamental Advisors

Jeremy Blank

Community Fund

J. Taylor Simonton(2)(7)

Director
(1) Chairperson of the Board of Directors
(2) Chairperson of the Audit Committee
(3) Chairperson of the Compensation Committee
(4) Chairperson of the Nominating and Governance Committee
(5) Member of the Audit Committee
(6) Member of the Compensation Committee
(7) Member of the Nominating and Governance Committee
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Shareholder Information

STOCKHOLDER CORRESPONDENCE:
Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc.
Attn: Corporate Secretary
8051 E. Maplewood Ave, Suite 210
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
Telephone: 888-822-8617

 
TRANSFER AGENT:
Computershare
8742 Lucent Blvd, Suite 225
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

 
INVESTOR RELATIONS:
Security analysts, investment professionals and 

Internet at www.advancedemissionssolutions.com.

Inquiries should be directed to:
Alpha IR Group
Ryan Coleman or Chris Hodges
Telephone: 312-445-2870
Email: ades@alpha-ir.com

 
MARKET INFORMATION FOR COMMON STOCK
ADES common stock is quoted on the Nasdaq Global 
Market under the symbol “ADES.”

 
ANNUAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS
The annual meeting will be held on Tuesday, June 13, 2023 
via a virtual meeting. A notice of the meeting, together with 
a Proxy Statement and the Annual Report will be made 
available to stockholders on or about April 27, 2023 at which 
time proxies will be solicited by the Board of Directors.

AVAILABILITY OF PROXY STATEMENT AND FORM 10-K
The Proxy Statement and the Form 10-K are available on 
ADES’ web site at www.advancedemissionssolutions.com 
and at the SEC’s web site at www.sec.gov. Additional copies 
of the Proxy Statement or the Annual Report may be obtained 
without charge by written request to the Corporate Secretary 
as listed above.

 
INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC  
ACCOUNTING FIRM
Moss Adams LLP
675 15th Street, Suite 1900
Denver, Colorado 80202

 
NON-INCORPORATION OF FORM 10-K “WRAP”
Advanced Emissions Solutions, Inc.’s Annual Report on Form 

with the SEC, is included within this Annual Report. Other 
than the Form 10-K, all other portions of this Annual Report 

 
CERTIFICATIONS

exhibits to our Form 10-K.
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